When fully developed,
Beyco will be a solution
for accessing market and
finance by connecting
all actors:
from farmers to roasters,
from social lenders to
cooperatives and traders.
This makes Beyco a single
system, enabled by the
smart use of technology,
that can be used by the
coffee value chain.
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Digital transformation
to connect all actors in the
coffee value chain
The coffee sector went through a major digital transformation the
last few years. Various new technologies and tools came available
and enabled the industry to create a more sustainable environment
for all actors involved. Blockchain is one of those new technologies,
offering the coffee supply chain new opportunities for online trading.

How Beyco works

Progreso Foundation has been working actively with coffee producer
organisations for the past 22 years to maximise their business
opportunities by providing technical support, financial assistance,
business services and access to market. Beyco ‘Beyond Coffee’
was launched in 2018 to further increase and upscale our impact
by allowing producer organisations to access market and finance
through digital contract forming using blockchain technology
and data sharing. The platform uses the shared ledger system to
generate smart digital contracts, making it possible to collect and
manage data throughout the supply chain, with encrypted track
records of all transactions for both sellers and buyers.

The platform allows sellers to
upload their coffee offers online
and facilitates buyers to find the
right match according to their
preferences. Buyers can negotiate
the price and sellers decide which
offer to accept, which gives them
the possibility to compare buyers
and negotiate. The agreement is
closed online, through the signing of
a smart contract by both parties.

What about privacy?

1. Sellers can view only buyers on the platform and
buyers can only view sellers.
2. Buyers and sellers manage their own profile.
3. Beyco verification is used to make sure the platform
is used by registered, confidential parties.
4. Each seller and buyer can decide whether to create
a private or public profile and can change privacy
options in their profile at any time.
5. Buyers and sellers can decide to appear with their
name and location on the external page.
6. Each seller can decide to share an offer with all
buyers on the platform or just select one or more
buyers to make their coffee offers visible.
7. The contract information can be visible for only the
buyer and seller, or be shared with other parties:
a. When both parties want to make their contract
public, limited details of that contract will be visible
on the external Beyco page for everyone.
b. When only one of the parties wants to keep their
contract public, it will remain private if the other
party does not agree to make it public.
c. When one party or both parties want to keep their
contract private, the information will only be available
for the parties who have signed that contract.
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Challenges and changes:
a general outlook
The coronavirus pandemic led to considerable
shifts in market segments during 2020. Cafes
and restaurants closed, and the specialty coffee
consumption was particularly affected by that,
especially in metropolitan areas.

quantity of coffee bought from the specialty actors
due to the lockdown. We’ve also seen a shift in
demand to more mainstream coffee with lower cup
score requirements due to the high demand for
‘supermarket coffee’. Still, the price for high-quality
coffee of some origins has been stable, which was
also reflected by niche market contracts being
closed on Beyco.

Home consumption increased because of the
pandemic, but it’s not sure if this is going to
remain more stable in the medium- and long-term.
However, the demand for new segments has grown
and indicates similar trends for the near future.
Some segments like e-commerce and capsules
are on the rise. These trends might continue over
the next season, leading buyers to look for green
coffees that can fall into these categories.

The pandemic made it definitely more difficult for
actors at the first mile of the chain to access loans,
as social lenders could often not complete their CDD
visits and would not onboard many new clients. For
us, this was reflected in an overwhelming amount
of credit requests from our Progreso Fund related to
contracts that were closed on Beyco.

Producer organisations faced unprecedented
uncertainties regarding harvesting and logistics.
It was difficult for them to find labour, keep their
shipping on track, and access loans. In the summer
season the situation seemed to have more or
less stabilised, but the second and third wave
of the virus in Europe and the USA created new
uncertainties in the last months of 2020.

Due to the increasing effects of climate change,
producer organisations are being confronted with
sub-optimal conditions for their coffee production
and with even more economic challenges. In
this context, we believe that - now more than
ever - change is needed to better distribute
this burden between the various stakeholders
in the coffee sector. Beyco wants to be part of
this transformation, not only by integrating
traceability and transparency throughout the
chain, but also by enabling access to market and
finance for producer organisations.

The changes in demand were also reflected on
Beyco. We saw a delay in the signing of export
contracts, because roasters and traders were
faced with uncertainties, and a decrease in the
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Additional services through
partnerships and collaborations
Pre-finance and TA budget

In order to respond better to all developments
and challenges, we included additional services
that make it easier for sellers and buyers to
execute direct contracts:

A strong local network is also important to
access financial services and make value
chains more sustainable. Beyco partnered
with MVO Nederland through The Futureproof
Coffee Collective initiative. In collaboration
with RVO (Netherlands Enterprise Agency), this
group of small- to medium-sized local coffee
roasters and traders, support their sellers with
accessing financial services through Beyco.
When a contract is signed on the platform, the
seller can apply for pre-finance and besides
this has access to a small budget for technical
assistance. In this way, Progreso supports coffee
producer organisations to deliver up to standards
and maximise their business.

Logistics partnership with Vollers
Micro-roasters especially look for specific coffee
that they can buy directly from origin, and they
often need support with logistics and storage.
Therefore we allied with Vollers as a logistics
partner, supporting shipping, insurance, and
everything that has to do with moving coffee
from origin to delivery. Beyco provides a direct
channel with Vollers, with access to detailed
information about pricing, deliveries, timelines,
and any other support needed.
Working capital and credit proposals
For producer organisations it is essential to have
access to working capital during the harvest in
order to deliver the coffee on time, for the quality
requested in the contract. When the harvest
season starts, they need to secure the coffee
from their members who will request (at least
a part) cash upon delivery to be able to pay for
pickers, food and transport. Progreso supports
producer organisations with access to finance
by connecting them to banks and social lenders.
We provide training and guidance on writing
credit applications and making good cash flow
projections. With our own fund we facilitate credits
related to contracts which are closed on Beyco, for
organisations that have no access to finance yet.
We do this with the objective that they can create
a financial track record and have bigger loans from
social lenders or local banks in the future.

Facts and figures
Users
•	Total users: 416, sellers 248 and buyers 168
•	Origins: 38 countries in total
•	Buyers: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada,
Colombia, France, Germany, Greece, Guatemala,
Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Kenya, Luxembourg,
Malaysia, Myanmar, Netherlands, Portugal,
Singapore, South Korea, Uganda, UK, USA
•	Sellers: Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Congo-Kinshasa,
Costa Rica, Côte d’Ivoire, Ecuador, El Salvador,
Ethiopia, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, India,
Indonesia, Kenya, Mexico, Myanmar, Nicaragua,
Peru, Rwanda, Tanzania, Uganda, USA (Hawaï),
Vietnam

Participation in events
•	Presentation of Beyco during AFCA, Mombasa (link:
https://afca.coffee/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/
AfricanFine-CoffeesReviewMagazineApr-Jun2020.pdf)
•	The launch of the first Beyco auction in collaboration
with CLAC (link: https://www.fairtrade.net/news/notonly-fair-but-of-the-finest-quality)
•	Participation in the Digital Coffee Future webinar
series on coffee digitalization (link: https://www.
baristamagazine.com/webinar-series-to-explore-thepotential-of-digitalization-in-coffee/)
•	Participation in the Rikolto webinar: Diálogos Virtuales
de Café (link: https://perfectdailygrind.com/2020/09/
collaboration-in-the-coffee-supply-chain-in-latin-america/)
•	Participation in the Indonesian virtual conference for
the International Coffee Day (link: https://icd2020.
cybers.id)

Public contracts
•	Public contracts: 17 public contracts on the
platform, with an average cupping score of 84 and
an average price of 272.7USDct/lb
•	Location of sellers of these contracts: Colombia,
Peru, Guatemala, Democratic Republic of Congo,
India and Indonesia
•	Location of buyers of these contracts: Netherlands,
UK, USA and Australia
•	Active offers: around 350

Articles published
•	Beyco coffee connected by Progreso by the African
Fine Coffee Review Magazine (link: https://afca.
coffee/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/AfricanFineCoffeesReviewMagazineApr-Jun2020.pdf)
•	Tackling the COVID-19 Coffee Crisis: Can Blockchain
Strengthen the Link Between Producers and Buyers?
by Next Billion Magazine (link: https://nextbillion.net/
covid-coffee-crisis-blockchain-producers-buyers/)
•	Blockchain: Using technology to improve traceability
in the coffee sector by CBI (link: https://www.cbi.
eu/news/blockchain-using-technology-improvetraceability-coffee-sector)
•	Langdon Coffee Merchants shared the benefits of
using Beyco on their website (link: https://www.
langdoncoffee.com.au/an-interview-with-lennartclerkx/)

Training
We provided training for at least 70 producer
organisations on how to use Beyco through
partnerships with CBI (Centre for the Promotion
of Imports from developing countries, part of the
Dutch government), Solidaridad, Fairtrade/CLAC,
and GIZ (Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale
Zusammenarbeit), among others.

“Farmers often don’t know how to write a good contract and a roaster interested in direct
trade usually has never seen a contract. So by facilitating this on Beyco, you're educating
the world in trading coffee differently. I think that is huge and visionary.”
– Lennart Clerkx, This Side Up, the Netherlands
(read more: https://beyco-nl.medium.com/an-interview-with-lennart-clerkx-f385197f533f)
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Looking back at 2020
More than 400 users

•	Buyers see a third-party platform as a
trustworthy intermediary for their transactions.
It enables them to provide traceable information
to their customers, while contributing to a more
equitable chain for producer organisations. For
registered traders and roasters, Beyco allows
a bottom-up stakeholder approach where the
opportunity to facilitate commitments using
smart contract protocols leads to a valuable
decrease in fragmentation. Additionally, specialty
buyers also use Beyco to benchmark purchase
prices (FCA and FOB) to their clients and to
ensure that their selling partners have the
opportunity to access credit, resulting in a win-win
situation for seller and buyer.

Since its launch in 2018, Beyco has grown to
more than 400 users, engaging 248 sellers, from
Latin America, Eastern Africa, and South-East
Asia and 168 buyers, scattered around Europe,
North America, and Eastern Asia. The sellers are
mostly farmer-owned organisations which vary
from entities exporting a considerable number of
containers each season to smaller organisations
now looking at new market segments via the
international market. The buyers represent very
different actors as well, from medium-size and
bigger traders, representing the specialty, premium
and commercial market, to roasters and microroasters mostly active in the specialty arena. We
designed the platform to accommodate all these
different stakeholders, with their various needs.

Demand for traceability information
Consumers demand a stronger connection with
producers and choose their coffee based on this,
which was also reflected on Beyco. Indeed, the 17
contracts that were made visible this year, confirm
this shift. Especially for high-quality roasters,
whose consumers are searching for digital
traceability information. Beyco demonstrates its
added value here by offering a system that can
transmit blockchain-based data about pricing for
each step of the chain, publicly and privately.

Digital transformation
The pandemic definitely made coffee stakeholders
look for alternative solutions for their business,
and this accelerated digital transformation. At
origin, producer organisations used virtual events,
digital workshops and online trading as new selling
platforms. Buyers, on the other hand, wanted to
respond to the demand of roasters and consumers
for traceability information, and they identified
Beyco as an attractive option to collect, store and
share data. As a result, the number of producers
and buyers on Beyco increased by 77% from
December 2019, a growth reflecting the value of
the platform for sellers and buyers:

Outlook for 2021
Beyco will continue to play an independent role
in the value chain. Our main goal is to connect
producer organisations with market and finance,
while providing interesting trading opportunities to
traders and roasters. In the near future, we want
to invite financiers to the platform to provide even
further integration and compliance with all coffee
stakeholders’ needs.

Next to this finance profile, we are creating a
separate trader profile. Buyers will be able to
connect to the platform either as a trader or as a
roaster. This profile makes it not only possible for
traders to sell through to their clients but also to act
as a service provider for roasters or other traders
which are categorised as buyers. This allows any
trader registered to the platform to split and merge
contracts with sellers and maintain traceability
to their clients. Service from traders can also be
requested to support cases in which delivery is
delayed, returned or lost.

Finance profile and trader profile
Our objective is to digitally connect social lenders
and other financial institutions to the platform so
that pre-financing can become very efficient and
directly connected to the export contracts that are
closed on Beyco. In this way, producer organisations
will be able to request social lenders for finance
through the platform. The social lenders will be able
to verify the parties that demand for credit, but also
view the coffee contract that is signed and shared
by the seller and the buyer. During the finance period
they can check the status and receive updates
about the coffee contract real time. This ‘Finance
profile’ will expedite the due diligence process, lower
the risk for social lenders, and makes it quicker and
easier for producer organisations to access working
capital related to their coffee contracts.

Pilot with farmer app
Last year we also developed a farmer app which
is connected to Beyco. The goal of this app is to
facilitate traceability of coffee up to the farm level.
With the app, producer organisations or washing
stations can register their members, farm details
and coffee deliveries. This information synchronises
with a dashboard, where the producer organisations
can manage and monitor data and group their
deliveries. These deliveries can be linked to the
offers created on Beyco, which gives insights into
who contributed to this coffee offer and which
prices were paid. The app is being tested with
Progreso partners and results will be shared in 2021.

•	Sellers value the platform for managing their
financial track records and the opportunity to
access financial services. This year, pre-finance
support was provided to a total of 21 producer
organisations in Colombia, Peru, Nicaragua,
Democratic Republic of Congo and Indonesia.
This number was an increase of 118% since last
year. 2020 has shown a higher need for access to
pre-finance and we expect this demand continues
to grow throughout 2021.
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